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A boarded-up derelict
60's estate pub. What's
that got to do with
heritage and culture?
I'd suggest quite a lot,
and that the fate of
what was once the
Gypsy Moth in Selby is
symptomatic of a
decline in what, for want
of a better phrase,
could be deemed
English working class
culture.

early scenes of that
great Ealing comedy
"Passport to Pimlico"
and you'll see the
perfect evocation of the
English (not British) pub.
A public bar for
drinking, darts and the
working man: a
separate lounge with
carpet, comfier seats
and possibly the right
place to take the
girlfriend for drinks and
a snack.

Try to take yourself
back to the zeitgeist
when the Gypsy Moth
was built, circa 1967.
Read Orwell's "Moon
Under Water" or watch

When an affluent town as Selby was in the
1960s, with its shipyard,
pickle factory, seed mill
and paper works - had
to expand its housing

stock by building a new
estate it made perfect
sense to build a new
pub in modern 60s style
to go with it.
And why not?
The 'Swinging Sixties'
saw the country in a
positive mindset. We'd
got the Beatles, Mary
Quant and Carnaby
Street, we'd just won the
World Cup, and both
the county and the
national cricket team
were led by stout
Yorkshiremen. Our
ingenuity and innovation
led the world. Concorde,
colour TV and Francis
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teamwork, such as
mining, shipbuilding, and
textile working did the
urge to go out with your
mates to natter about
the boss's latest daft
idea diminish?
Once the decline had
begun, the sale of
cheap ale in the
Chichester with his solo
butties once the doms
supermarkets, the
sailing circumnavigation
team had had their fill? lessening attraction of
in the 'Gypsy Moth'.
Having to chalk your
turning out for the 2nd XI
What could be a more
name up to reserve your on a far-flung muddy
perfect name for a new
turn on the bar billiards field with a pint in the
pub to reflect this brave
table?
local after, and Sunday
new world?
opening of DIY stores
What happened to all
and tourist attractions
What should be at that
that popularity?
all further diminished
new pub? A friendly
Despite the choppier
footfall over the
landlord and a foaming
sociological waters of
landlord's threshold.
pint. A lounge and a
the 1970s, going to the
Slowly, the communal
With the decline of jobs that called for teamwork, ……... did the urge rooms became dusty
and unused. The lounge
to go out with your mates to natter about the boss's latest daft idea
became a pizza
diminish?
parlour, but with none of
the necessary Italian
public bar: darts, doms,
pub remained the
insouciance. The public
shove ha'penny all
default Saturday-night
bar had a makeover to
available and meeting
venue for many folk. But get rid of the spit and
rooms for the local
then came the decline.
sawdust. The car park
teams and clubs to get
became a children's
together and maybe
Was it the experience
play area; all the
even have their annual
of foreign climes that
desperate attempts of a
bash. A car park so that
made punters realise
drowning trade to
you could drive there in
that there were better
attract attention.
your shiny new Austin
ways of spending a
1100.
night than in a game of Some say the smoking
crib in a smoky corner of ban was the final straw.
In short, the pub was a
a magnolia-walled bar
vibrant place to be
where the colour was
Personally I'd disagree
back then: you could
supplied by John Player, with that as I found it
even run into someone
not Dulux?
much more pleasant not
famous over a pint:
to have one's clothes
Did the decline
reeking of fag smoke
Do you remember being
accompany the demise
the next morning, but I
shushed when the darts
of manual industry: less will admit for those who
was on so that the local
excuse to drop in for a needed both nicotine
John Lowe wasn't put off pint to quench the thirst and alcohol, the ban
his aim? The joy of
engendered by sweated was a further reason not
sharing the left-over
labour? With the decline to go to the pub. With
cheese and pickle
of jobs that called for
canned ale cheap as
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chips, the comfort of
your own front room,
wall-to-wall sport or
entertainment on the TV
or online, why would
you ever want to
venture out to sit in the
company of strangers
listening to muzak that
you hate and paying
upwards of £3 a pint
for the privilege?
Who could blame the
homester? But what
social riches have been
lost! Perhaps I'm showing
my age by pining for a
past where the pub
outing, the communal
sing-song and the
after-work pint
generated a good,
wholesome feeling. But
the degradation of a
local like the 'Gypsy
Moth', from a true

...pining for a past where the pub outing, the communal sing-song and
the after-work pint generated a good, wholesome feeling…..
community hub to a
place where closure
became inevitable once
the clientele had been
reduced to sad old men
eking out a pint and
young 'uns hiding in
hoodies to score a
dubious deal, is a sad
betrayal of the
positivity that pulsed
through the 60s, when I
grew up.
We may be
economically richer now,
but has that richness
based on the needs of
the individual been
achieved at the expense
of the culture that arises
when groups of people
work together for a

social purpose?
The dereliction of the
'Gypsy Moth' symbolizes
to me the dismantling of
that cultural
togetherness.

Oh and the title of this
piece?
It’s an anagram of
“Culture and
Heritage”, and just like
that anagram, our
culture has become
mixed up until the
meaning is almost
unintelligible.
David Lewis
Selby Civic Society
Photos courtesy of David Lewis.

VIEW FROM THE CHAIR
TELLING STORIES: RECORDING OUR SHARED AND INDIVIDUAL HISTORIES
When we think about
culture, we often think
about the arts – music,
literature, theatre and
so on.
But it can mean
something much wider –
from the way we do
things, to the set of
values and beliefs we
hold. As nations evolve,
the things they do and
the beliefs and values
they hold change over
time, providing the rich
continuum that makes for
the modern society we
have today while also
giving us a deep sense
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of history and tradition.
Our heritage is a
product, not just of the
artefacts human
civilisations have
created over time, but
also the social
interactions and
conventions as well as
the principles and tenets
that have guided them
in their development
and evolution.
Organisations also have
their own cultures within
this wider social context;
this is revealed in their
rules and working
practices, what they

stand for and the way
their people interact
both with each other
and with their
stakeholders.
Organisational cultures
also change over time –
and sometimes more
quickly than in society at
large: a new leader or
new management team
can wield a new broom
and make very sudden
and, indeed, sweeping
changes to the way an
organisation behaves:
whether these changes
are always welcome is,
of course, another
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matter.
Sometimes, both at
nation and
organisational level, the
pace of change can be
forced by external
factors – political
pressure or a sudden
downturn in finances, for
example, might require
an urgent response –
but these responses
need to take account of
what has happened
before; those who
cannot remember the
past are condemned to
repeat it, etc., (although,
conversely, there’s
nothing more irritating in
this respect than when
someone says “We tried

society because, if
well-managed and
executed, these
activities will capture the
attention and interest of
people outside your
society’s immediate
membership. It is an
essential part of what
we do and long may it
continue.

However, we can be so
busy recording the
history of our places
that we may overlook
another part of our
social history. By this, I
am referring to the
history of what our civic
societies have done.
Committee members
come and go, so it is

…….Committee members come and go, so it is important to ensure
that the story of our civic societies is written down somewhere…..
that once and it didn’t
work”!)

important to ensure that
the story of our civic
societies is written down
So what does this have
somewhere. I know that
to do with civic societies? some societies (my own
Well, our civic societies
included) have
often play an important traditionally deposited
role in celebrating
their papers with their
culture and heritage in
local archive service.
the widest sense. Many
Doing this should ensure
civic societies organise
your paper (and even
commemorative plaque digital) records survive –
schemes or lead guided copies of meeting
walks, while some will
minutes and annual
also produce leaflets
reports and so on. Yet
and other publications
that’s not quite the same
about the buildings,
as telling the story of
people and events
what you have done
associated with the
over the years. For that
history of their local
story to emerge, you
community. In doing so,
need people to add
civic societies are telling their personal memories
the stories that keep
– but what if there’s no
local memories alive.
one left in your society
This sort of activity can
who can remember the
also prove a useful
early days? Many civic
membership recruitment societies have been
tool for your civic
going for over 50 year

s now and it’s not
always possible to find
someone who can recall
how things started back
then. Hopefully, your
written records will be
available, even if on
deposit with an archive
service, but that does
require someone to
commit time and effort,
to do some research, to
dig around in the
archives, and to produce
the narrative.
A few years ago, I
visited Lincoln Civic Trust
and was presented with
a booklet that told the
Society’s history. It was
entitled “Lincoln Civic
Trust - The First 50
Years” which, if nothing
else, showed a certain
upbeat optimism for the
next fifty years. More
recently, Civic Voice
published a short history
of the civic movement, so
there is certainly a
precedent here.
Wakefield Civic Society
celebrated its 50th
anniversary in 2014. I
did think at the time that
it would be a really
good project to produce
a history of the Society
to coincide with that
milestone anniversary
but we were so busy
organising events to
celebrate the
anniversary that the
project never got off the
ground. (There’s a lesson
here, of course! Don’t
plan to write the history
in your anniversary year
– write it beforehand
and publish it in your
anniversary year!) I still
think, however, that such
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a written history is
needed. I’ll try to
explain why.

…….….societies need to make the time and effort to tell their stories,
and to keep telling them, to ensure that history doesn’t forget them…...

Civic societies are part
of our social history yet
they are often
overlooked.

many of the council
officials and councillors
at Wakefield Council,
so our collective memory
goes back further than
the ‘official body’. At
the Society, at least
some of us can
remember why certain
things were (and were
not) done and the way
they turned out and
why. If nothing else, we
deserve some credit for
what we have achieved
for Wakefield – but if
we don’t tell our own
story, who will?

Having been a
committee member for
over 25 years, I am
aware that Wakefield
looks rather different
now from what it might
have looked like had it
not had a civic society.
There are projects the
Society got involved
with that helped to
shape the city and
letters of objection
written and campaigns
mounted that prevented
much-loved historic
buildings from being
demolished. But who
else now remembers
what the Society did
and what we achieved?
Some of us on the
committee have been in
post for longer than

setting the Society up
told me their memories
or because I have read
some of the earliest
papers from the 1960s.
What if a civic society
closes down – where is
the history of the
society recorded? Does
closure mean that the
memory of the society
dies also?

Perhaps all civic
societies need to make
the time and effort to
tell their stories, and to
keep telling them, to
And when those of us
ensure that history
who have been involved doesn’t forget them? If
for a long time finally
you’ve already
retire – who will
produced a history of
remember what the
your society, I’d be
Society did? I only know very interested to hear
about the very earliest from you.
days of the Society
myself because people
Kevin Trickett
who were involved in

PROGRESS AT HORBURY CIVIC SOCIETY
Regular readers of this
newsletter will be
aware that, at the
beginning of 2015, the
YHACS committee
stepped in to save
Horbury Civic Society
from closure.

could hand over
responsibility for running
the Society, they decided
to call it a day.
Fortunately, before they
committed to sealing the
Society’s fate, they
contacted YHACS and we
agreed to take over that
At the time, the Society’s responsibility. The
committee felt that they Society’s committee stood
had done all they could down and YHACS
to keep the Society
committee members
going but with no new moved in.
members coming
forward and no one in Over the last year, we
the wings to whom they have re-structured the

Society, set up a Twitter
account and, under the
YHACS deal with
Statement, developed a
new website
(www.horburycivicsociety.
org.uk) which has now
gone live. At the same
time, through a public
meeting, social media
and a bit of networking,
we have recruited new
members to the Society
and from this group of
local people, I am
pleased to report that a
new committee has
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emerged. At an AGM
held in May, the new
committee of six was
confirmed and the
Society is now being
managed by Graham
Roberts as chair, Stuart
Campbell as deputy
chair and Tony Jones as
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and was responsible for
bringing artists into
many large scale capital
schemes in Yorkshire and
beyond. In 2012 he was
appointed to the Design
Council’s BEE (Built
Environment Expert)
group, offering design

best it can be should visit
our website where
membership forms can be
found”.
For YHACS, this has
been a very creditable
result: while running our
own civic societies and,

…….‘Most importantly the Society needs local people to join and help
the Society become a strong voice for Horbury…..
secretary. Meanwhile
members of the YHACS
committee are staying on
the Society’s committee
for the time being to
lend a hand and offer
support – Richard Ward
continues as treasurer of
Horbury Civic Society
until such time as we can
identify a suitable local
candidate. The intention
is that YHACS members
will retire from the
Society by the end of
the year.

review services and
training in good design
practices. He is a
member of the Barnsley
Design Review panel
and also a member of
Wakefield Civic
Society’s committee.
Graham said “At
Horbury Civic Society, we
intend to be forward
thinking, advocating for
high quality architecture
and for creativity in all
urban design matters.
Horbury is a really great
place, but it needs a
The new committee is
champion to speak up
now planning the future and protect against
of the Society;
inappropriate
preparing literature and development and poor
recruiting members as
design standards and that
well as thinking about
is what the Society will
events they propose to be. Most importantly the
host in the coming
Society needs local
months. Graham is a
people to join and help
Horbury resident with
the Society become a
experience in the built
strong voice for Horbury.
environment. In 1986 he Anyone who cares about
founded the Wakefield preserving the best of
company Public Arts,
what we have and
based at The Orangery, wanting the new to be the

of course, YHACS, we
have managed to rescue
an ailing Society and,
with the help of local
people, we have
managed to set the
Society back on its feet.
At a time when a number
of civic societies
elsewhere have already
closed, this may yet
demonstrate a model
that engaged regional
associations should be
trying to emulate.
But our work is not yet
done – shortly after taking on Horbury Civic
Society, we also
stepped in to prevent
the closure of Market
Weighton Civic Society
and we shall be turning
our attention there next.
Kevin Trickett
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REMEMBER THESE LYRICS?
AN ANTHEM FOR CIVIC SOCIETIES?
We are the Village
Green Preservation
Society;
God save Donald Duck,
Vaudeville and Variety.

….We are the Draught Beer preservation Society… We are the
Skyscraper Condemnation Affiliate………
Ctrl/Click this link to hear this Kinks song: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=lc7dmu4G8oc

We are the Desperate
Dan Appreciation
Society;
God save strawberry
jam and all the different
varieties.
Preserving the old ways
from being abused,
Protecting the new ways
for me and for you.

Riley.

china cups and virginity.

We are the Custard
Pie Appreciation
Consortium;
God save the George
Cross and all those who
were awarded them.

We are the Skyscraper
Condemnation Affiliate;
God save Tudor houses,
antique tables and
billiards.

What more can we do?
We are the Draught
Beer Preservation
Society;
God save Mrs. Mopp
and good Old Mother

We are the Sherlock
Holmes English Speaking
Vernacular;
Help save Fu Manchu,
Moriarty and Dracula.
We are the Office Block
Persecution Affinity;
God save little shops,

Preserving the old ways
from being abused;
Protecting the new ways
for me and for you.
What more can we do?
David Lewis
Selby CS
Article title by the Editor

CULTURAL APPROPRIATION
A recent American
speaker on BBC Radio
4 introduced a concept
that is probably
unfamiliar to most
British people, though
it seems to be gaining
ground in the US. It is
the idea of ‘cultural
appropriation’.
So what is ‘cultural
appropriation’? It
apparently means
members of the cultural
majority using elements
of a minority culture, so
(apparently) leading to
the oppression of the
minority culture or

robbing it of its identity
and rights. The
examples the Radio 4
speaker quoted seemed
rather minor – American
students being frowned
on for wearing
sombreros at a Mexican
-themed party, and an

‘The Mikado’ had been
banned in the US
because the humorous
‘mocking’ of the
Japanese was
perceived as a slight on
that nation.
To many of us, this may
seem trivial – should we

…….‘The Mikado’ had been banned in the US because the humorous
‘mocking’ of the Japanese was perceived as a slight on that nation.
art gallery censured for
allowing visitors to be
photographed in a
kimono that was copied
from of one of its
paintings. He also said
that performances of
Gilbert and Sullivan’s

go on to ban ‘The
Pirates of Penzance’ as
an affront to the people
of Cornwall, or forbid
any other nation to
perform ‘The Yeomen of
the Guard’ in case it is
seen to insult the British?
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Where does it leave
‘The Merchant of
Venice’, ‘Carmen’, ‘Les
Miserables’, all war
films, television
programmes about
Africa, or Australia, or
even the US itself? Do
we stop eating curry,
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which we can still see
from the remains of their
structures – think of the
Multangular Tower in
York, for example, or
the mosaic pavements at
Aldborough or the
palace at Fishbourne in
West Sussex.

…….Even modest Georgian houses in the Palladian style would be
swept away in this zeal for cleansing the nation of its cultural sins.
pizza, Chinese
takeaways . . . ?
The proponents of
‘cultural
appropriation’ (by which
they seem rather to
mean
‘misappropriation’) are
sincere in their beliefs,
and feel they are
protecting the integrity
of other nations (though
one cannot help thinking
that by doing so they
are guilty themselves of
a certain paternalism).
But take it to its logical
extreme and modern
culture would be almost
impossible.
And where would it
leave architecture? How
would we live without
the foreign influence on
our buildings?
Britain in particular has
always been a mongrel
when it comes to
architecture. From at
least the time of the first
Roman invasion we have
been subject to, and
have absorbed, a great
many architectural
influences. The Romans
were the conquering
race, of course, so they
brought with them their
own style of building,

After the Romans left we
had Anglo-Saxon and
Viking invaders, all of
whom brought their own
styles with them – there
is little left for us to see
except for some Saxon
churches, like Kirk
Hammerton near York
and Escomb in Country
Durham – but their
influence was felt in
later buildings, not least
in the semi-circular
arches that in England
we call the ‘Norman’
style. And, of course, the
Normans were originally
Vikings.
So what if ‘cultural
appropriation’ meant
that Saxon and Norman
architecture was banned
as being not sufficiently
respectful of its origins?
Would we have to lose
Durham Cathedral, the
Tower of London, other
cathedrals, churches,
castles and manor
houses throughout
Britain? Parts of Ripon
Cathedral would have
to go, too, including St
Wilfrid’s Crypt.
But could we perhaps
keep the Gothic parts?
Probably not. Although
there is a good case for

saying the pointed arch,
the most characteristic
sign of Gothic
architecture, was
invented for the roof
vaults of Durham
Cathedral, it was really
a French invention, particularly developed in
the early 12th century
by Abbot Suger at the
abbey of St Denys. It
also has influences from
German and Italy. We
can’t claim it as a native
British style – so most of
it has to go. We could,
perhaps, make an
exception for the
Perpendicular style,
which was definitely an
English development, but
we’d have to demolish
other parts – so
goodbye to the west
front of Ripon Cathedral
(left), one of
Pevsner’s 10 favourite
pieces of architecture.
Then comes the
Renaissance, and we’re
back to the foreign influences – Roman and
Greek architecture
filtered through Italy.
No hope for that either,
nor for the Classical
revival that swept
Britain in the 17th and
18th centuries. Few
great country houses
would survive – down
with Castle Howard
(lower left), Wentworth
Woodhouse, Nostell
Priory . . . Even modest
Georgian houses in the
Palladian style would
be swept away in this
zeal for cleansing the
nation of its cultural
sins.
And despite the
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arguments of the 19th
century Gothic Revival
architects that their style
was the real native
architecture of Britain,
and the only Christian
style, we’ve already
seen its foreign
antecedents, so all that
would have to go, too –
farewell Scott’s
Doncaster Minster
(photo, right) and Leeds
Parish Church, for a
start.
Perhaps we’re allowed
to keep our 20thcentury architecture.
Well, maybe. But we
may detect traces of
German influence from
Walter Gropius and the
Bauhaus and from Mies

van der Rohe, American
from Frank Lloyd
Wright, or French in Art
Deco, so perhaps the
architecture of the last
century’s not safe,
either.
So what have we left?
Not a great deal, it
seems. Perhaps our
modest houses might be
safe (better take a
critical look at yours, just
to be sure) and the
boring brick boxes that
house many commercial
premises today may be
spared too. This is not a
very appetising
prospect.

that those who would
criticise our ‘cultural
appropriation’ of the
heritage of other nations
come to appreciate that
virtually all civilisations
take influences from
their neighbours, their
conquerors and those
they conquer or trade
with.
However high-minded
they think they are
being, the critics are, on
most of these matters,
probably misguided;
our buildings are likely
to be safe from them.

PUBLIC BENEFIT AND RESERVES POLICY

Yes, I know, shocking
isn’t it? Each year we
make our valuable time
available for the
preparation of our
Annual Report and
Accounts (which I shall
call “ARA” for short), but
do we ever stop to
check that we are still
complying with the
requirements of the
various statutes relating
to charities?
This subject will not be
very high on people’s
agendas, but the

In this article I shall be
dealing with what I
expect will be the
requirements affecting
the majority of our
members i.e. those with
an income of less than
£25,000 and those not
having specific relevant
requirements set out in
their Constitutions.

Let’s look first at Public
Benefit. There are three
requirements here.
Firstly, the ARA should
set out what the charity

Minster photo ex Wikipedia,
courtesy of Frees

Photos courtesy of David
Winpenny

Let’s hope, therefore

Charity Commission
does, from time to time,
make examples of
charities who are not
complying. It has the
power to issue sanctions
to sinners.

Doncaster St Georges

David Winpenny
Ripon Civic Society

ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS
It has come to light that
some of us are not
complying with the
reporting requirements
of the Charity
Commission.
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is there to achieve and I
suspect most of us do
this. The second thing is
to show how these
purposes have been
pursued in the year in
question and, again, I
suspect that most
Chairmen are more than
anxious to show what an
enterprising and
successful society he or
she chairs. However, it is
the third essential where
some of us fall down.
The ARA MUST contain
a statement such as:
“During the year the
Trustees have in their
actions had regard to the
Public Benefit guidelines
issued by the Charity
Commission”. How many
of us do that?

££££££££££
£££££££
££££
£
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Turning now to the
Reserves Policy, it is a
requirement of the
Charity Commission for
Trustees to consider the
question of Reserves in
relation to Unrestricted
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building resilience” at
https://www.gov.uk/
government/uploads/
system/uploads/ attachment_data/
file/508800/CC19.pdf
to see why it is an

……If your society does have a Reserves Policy, you need to say
what it is…….
Funds and record the
position in the ARA.
Restricted Funds are
those set aside for a
specific purpose, such as
a legacy bequeathed to
the society for the
furtherance of a
particular task e.g.
bursaries and therefore
the society’s other
monies are called
Unrestricted. Now it is
not within the scope of
this article to understand
and consider Reserve
Policies, but might I
suggest you read the
Charity Commission
publication CC19 –
“Charity reserves –

important subject.
The point here is that the
ARA MUST contain a
statement about the
society’s policy. Even if it
doesn’t have one, this
fact must be stated and
some explanation
proffered. One of our
members, for example,
has this statement in in
its ARA: “The Trustees do
not have a formal
Reserves Policy, but
maintain sufficient funds
to meet the day to day
running costs of the
charity”. If your society
does have a Reserves
Policy, you need to say
what it is, explain why

you are setting monies
aside, on what those
monies can be
expended and the
frequency at which the
Reserves Policy will be
reviewed. If you state a
target, be it by
reference to a round
sum or a sliding scale,
you are required to say
how the Reserves
compare with it and how
you will deal with any
shortfall or excess.
So there we are.
There’s more
information about
these subjects on the
Charity Commission
website (https://
www.gov.uk/
government/
organisations/charitycommission)
But if I can assist
further, please contact
me.
Richard Ward
YHACS Treasurer

THE STORY OF WOOL – THE SCULPTURAL
MURAL LISTED FOR ITS ARTISTIC, CULTURAL
AND HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE
The ‘Story of Wool’, the
sculptural mural which
is located at the
Inside Story Headline
International
Development Centre on
Valley Drive, Ilkley has
been listed Grade II by
Historic England.
The mural was created
in 1968 by William
Mitchell for the
International Wool
Secretariat which then
occupied the building.
It is produced in
bronze-faced glass

reinforced plastic
(GRP) and is located

on the front wall of
the lecture theatre of
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former technical
centre.
William Mitchell is a
leading public artist
in the post-war period
who designed many
pieces of art in the
public realm and was
highly skilled in using
mundane materials,
such as concrete
and glass reinforced
plastic (GRP), in
imaginative and
innovative ways. The
mural’s aesthetic
quality is in the bold
design which depicts
an abstracted flock of
monumental, sculptural
sheep with side panels
representing
manufacturing
processes and the
scientific analysis of
wool. Its historic
interest is the sense of
place inherent in the
design, which has
historic resonance and
is relevant both in its
general and specific
locations, being
situated in the West
Riding of Yorkshire,
historically the main
centre of the woollen
industry in the United
Kingdom, and at what
in 1968 was the new
technical centre of the
International Wool
Secretariat, an
organisation formed
to promote the use of
wool.
Mitchell designed the
mural of sculptured
panels to tell ‘The
Story of Wool’. The
front panel represents
a central ram flanked
by interlocking ewes.
The side panels are
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more abstract,
representing
manufacture on the
left-hand side and the
structure of wool fibre
on the right-hand side,
with patterns formed
by tangles of wool
and images of its fine
structure as revealed
by microscopy,
electron microscopy
and X-ray crystallography. The
approximately 2.3m
high panels were
produced in Mitchell’s
workshop in Forest
Hill, London, and
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the King in Liverpool.
William Mitchell is
recognised as an
important artist whose
work will be featured
at Historic England’s first
major exhibition, Out
There: Our Post-War
Public Art, which opens
at Somerset House in
London on 3rd February
2016. The exhibition
examines the
aspirations, role, design,
commissioning and
legacy of sculptural art
for public spaces and
buildings. Work by

……….The front panel represents a central ram flanked by
interlocking ewes. The side panels are more abstract, representing
manufacture on the left-hand side and the structure of wool fibre
on the right-hand side…..
delivered to the site
for fixing.
The mural was
constructed using
bronze-faced, glass
reinforced plastic
(GRP) as the finished
artwork rather than as
a mould, a method
Mitchell had
pioneered the year
before for the doors
at the Metropolitan
Cathedral of Christ

Barbara Hepworth,
Henry Moore, Ralph
Brown, Geoffrey Clarke,
William Mitchell,
Elisabeth Frink and Paul
Mount will be featured.
Out There celebrates
England's fascinating yet
forgotten national
collection of public art.
William Mitchell, right,
(born 1925) was a
leading public artist of
the 20 th Century who
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had studied art at the
Southern College of
Art, Portsmouth and at
the Royal College of
Art. He established the
William Mitchell
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works by him included
as part of the special
interest of listed
buildings, such as the
CIS tower, Manchester,
Liverpool's Roman

……..It’s an important piece of work by an artist who deserves to be
better known…...
Design Consultants
group and produced
sculptures, relief
murals and mosaics
using a wide variety
of materials, but often
using concrete. From
1953-65 he had been
employed as an artist
by the London County
Council, along with
Antony Holloway
(1928-2000). Mainly
due to his
specialisation in the
casting of concrete
relief sculpture he
worked with many
architects, including Sir
Basil Spence and Sir
Frederick Gibberd. A
number of Mitchell's
commissions have been
listed. There are also

Catholic Cathedral,
the Roman Catholic
Cathedral, Clifton,
Bristol, the Egyptian
escalator at Harrods,
Knightsbridge, London,
and the auditorium of
the Curzon Cinema in
Mayfair, London.
Mitchell was described
as ‘Designer, Craftsman,
Genius’ in The Architect
in Dec 1975.
Ilkley Civic Society
members with others
who campaigned for the
listing are very pleased
that the mural has been
recognised. ‘It’s an
important piece of work
by an artist who deserves
to be better known. We
are fortunate in Ilkley to

have such a piece on
public display’ said
Helen Kidman, chair of
the society.
Helen Etchell, volunteer
with Ilkley Arts worked
closely with the Civic
Society in support of the
sculpture being
listed. 'We are
delighted that this
important artwork is
being formally
recognised and that the
listing will enable it to be
safeguarded for future
generations' said Sarah
Thomas, Chair of Ilkley
Arts.'
Some 41 works of art
including ‘The Story of
Wool’ were listed by
Historic England this
week receiving national publicity in the press
and media http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/
magazine-35352595
Helen Kidman
Ilkley Civic Society
Sculpture photos courtesy of

PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE FOR
LISTED BUILDINGS IN BEVERLEY

Beverley Minster by Philip
Pankhurst (Wikipedia)

The importance of an
unobscured quality
photograph for all
listed buildings taken
at the time of listing
creates a reliable
benchmark to work
with.
Unfortunately, the old
English Heritage site for
Beverley Town does not
have such a reliable
database with many
pictures missing and
incorrect information.

The new Historic
England database is
even worse as it has no
photographs at all and
still contains the same
incorrect information.
In view of the above
and with very little
prospect of a remedy,
my company, Ancestry
Hunters, during 2013
decided to act in order
to establish a reliable
database for the 504
listed buildings and 88

other listed items within
Beverley.
Over a twelve-month
period we took
unobscured high
definition photographs
of all listings and
included on a C.D. these
together with a full
description and an
Ordnance Survey plan
showing their location.
To our dismay we found
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a very high percentage
of listed buildings with
illegal development (up
to 95% of properties in
a particular street) and
complained to the Chief
Planning Officer
regarding the state of
Beverley.
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1980’s

It became apparent that
without photographic
evidence very little
could be done in many
cases to resolve matters.
To that end we found
over 2500 old, dated
photographs of the
majority of the
listings and included
under each property
these dated
photographs in order.

1992

The project is now
completed and as a
simple exercise we
established that the
plastic drain pipe
between nos 2 and 3
Cross Street had been
fixed after its listing in
1969.
The two photographs we
used to make our point
were, one taken in the
1980’s showing no down
pipe at all and a later
one
taken during 1992
showing the plastic
downpipe for which no
planning
permission had been
applied for. We
approached directly the
owner with this evidence
and he is replacing it
with a more suitable
cast iron one.

Just one year ago,

With our new database
we are now able to
extend this process to
deal with many other

database to stop the
rot with our listed
heritage?

……..a very high percentage of listed buildings with illegal
development…...
cases. Without accurate
dated photographs this
process would have

John Dawson
Ancestry Hunters
& Beverley CS

been impossible.
Perhaps other Civic
Societies could
establish their own

Photos courtesy of John Dawson
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PICKERING’S FLOOD ALLEVIATION PLAUDITS
Just one year ago,
Pickering & District
Civic Society (P&DCS)
received the judge’s
special prize in the
Civic Voice Design
Awards for ground
breaking flood
defences after
performing a pivotal
role in implementing
the scheme.
Some members no doubt
thought it rather odd for
a Civic Society to get so
involved with work of
this nature. Perhaps the
scale and severity of

On Boxing Day,
Pickering was a small
ray of sunshine amidst a
sea of black cloud. As
many communities across
Northern England were
devastated by massive
floods, this small North
Yorkshire town was

……..On Boxing Day, Pickering was a small ray of sunshine amidst a sea
of black cloud. ….
floods on and after
Boxing Day 2015 may
have changed opinions.
Certainly those directly
affected will have seen
the devastating effect

effectively protected by
‘slowing the flow’ in the
upper catchment. The
media response was
overwhelming, as was
the flood of requests

events?
(No)
If not, do we just
abandon them to ever
frequent flooding?
(No, hopefully)
Do we therefore have to
look at different
solutions and land
management practices crucially including
floodplain development
- in this era of manmade global warming?
(Yes, absolutely)
Who would have
thought that a small
local society could be at

……..Lobbying for similar measures to be adopted nationwide has
been helped by the stream of VIP’s beating a path to Pickering …….
on people, property
(including many listed
buildings), businesses
and economy i.e. many
of those things that civics
impact upon.
Following completion of
the scheme in
September 2015, the
upstream flood storage
bund was opened by
Secretary of State, Liz
Truss, giving some
indication of its national
importance, along with
the complimentary
Natural Flood
Management measures.

from other desperate
communities struggling
for protection.
Lobbying for similar
measures to be adopted
nationwide has been
helped by the stream of
VIP’s beating a path to
Pickering - Prince
Charles, Oliver Letwin
MP, Environment Agency
CEO and chair and
many more.
I often ask: Can we
afford flood walls to
protect every vulnerable
community from major

the forefront of such an
important national
campaign? Thanks to
those who recognised
and supported that aim.
And how surprising that
‘local community’ could
be so critical in bringing
about change in the
whole way of thinking
about Flood Risk
Management. Although
perhaps not!
Video at https://
www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Oh5sjqnTfB0
Mike Potter
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LEEDS CIVIC TRUST’S HERITAGE & CULTURE OFFER
Whilst we spend more
time month by month
on planning matters,
probably, like most
societies, it’s for our
work on heritage that
we have the highest
profile.

Our Blue Plaques
scheme was started in
1987, commemorating
the people, buildings,
industries and events
which tell the Leeds
story. So far there are
157, all sponsored.
At the time of writing,
preparation for
Heritage Open Days is
well in hand. Leeds Civic
Trust has been
co-ordinating this
festival for 20 years
throughout the city, and
we’re expecting over 80
events. It is also our
public Supper Walks
season; 7 heritagethemed walks each
followed by a buffet
supper and glass of
wine. At £10 per head,
it’s a valuable source of
income and we have
many satisfied
customers.
For some years, we’ve
lobbied hard to get
Leeds’ first White Cloth
Hall onto, then high up
the Council’s agenda.
Built in 1710, partly on
medieval foundations in
Kirkgate, it was pivotal
to the town’s prosperity
in the trading and
export of woollen cloth.
Hidden behind facades
of shops, it has been

allowed to disintegrate
and become an eyesore
behind hoardings on the
oldest street in Leeds. It
has been agonisingly
slow to have got results,
but there’s a Heritage
Townscape Initiative
agreed for the street, a
chunk of Heritage
Lottery Fund money and
the Council have now
served a Compulsory
Purchase Order. Watch
this space for its
restoration!

of Culture 2017’. Leeds
is one of the cities which
will bid to be named as
‘European Capital of
Culture 2023’ and
although it sounds a
Our Heritage at Risk
long time away, the
group was formed to
Council has to officially
work with English
declare its interest
Heritage (as was) and
during 2017. The whole
the Council’s
idea has sparked much
Conservation officers, to positive debate, -there
survey externally the
have been workshops
condition of Leeds’
across the city to gauge
3300 Grade 2 listed
interest and start to
buildings. A pro-forma
build energy and
was designed and in 2
commitment. Leeds Civic
years, approx 1700
Trust is a Bid
buildings have been
Ambassador and we
photographed and their recently brought
condition reported back. together 20 or so civic
societies, history and
We had lobbied for
many years for new,
large cultural venues
and finally the First
Direct Arena was built
and opened in 2013, a resounding success
and with it the
regeneration of its
surrounding area. We
amenity groups to
would still like to have a discuss the whole issue
new concert hall and a
of being a ‘Capital of
conference centre!
Culture’.
In July, a coach full of
our members will be
It’s an exciting
visiting Hull, to see for
prospect!
ourselves preparations
In hand for its
Lynda Kitching
celebrations as ‘UK City Chair, Leeds Civic Trust
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A YORKSHIRE DAY SHOP IN PONTEFRACT
Following the success
of its Christmas
window competition,
Pontefract Civic Society
is looking for
businesses in town to
be creative in the lead
up to Monday 1st
August – Yorkshire
Day.
Voluntary groups are
being coordinated by
Wakefield Council to
put on a show in the
town centre, Friarwood
Valley Gardens and at
Pontefract Castle, where
they’ll be activities for
all the family.

spectacle. Hopefully,
shops and businesses will
create a buzz for
Yorkshire, in the same
way that our Christmas
themed competition did.
We want to engage with

……..We want to engage with businesses that can stop people in their
tracks, make them smile…….

Photo image courtesy of the
Pontefract and Castleford
Express.

Chair, Paul Cartwright
said, “Although the Tour
de Yorkshire cyclists did
not ride through the main
shopping streets,
Pontefract’s town centre
was sadly lacking in
embracing the sporting

businesses that can stop
people in their tracks,
make them smile, and
draw their customers in.
So we’ll run a similar
competition which will
brighten the town for
Yorkshire Day”.

So if you have a shop in
the town, what Yorkshire
theme could you create?
Would it be Yorkshire
Puddings, cricket, the
Dales or the coast, the
Yorkshire Rose, flat
caps, whippets or wellie
-wanging?
Business are asked to
get their thinking flat
caps on, and register
their interest, then the
judging panel can go
and take a peak.
Paul Cartwright

ADOPTING ARCHAEOLOGY
SUSTAINING HERITAGE STEWARDSHIP COMMUNITIES BY DIGITAL CO-CREATION
Following a call to
action shared by
YHACS Chair, Kevin
Trickett, Paul
Cartwright, Dr Colin
White and Karl
Gilbert picked up the
baton and arranged
to meet PhD student,
Harald Fredheim,
from the University
of York.
The project divides its
focus between the
sustainability and

impact of
community-led
heritage stewardship
projects.
Participating in this
co-creative project will
involve 3-4 meetings in
our local heritage
stewardship community,
a collaborative design
workshop in York with
participants from other
civic societies and
heritage communities, a
product showcase in

York, and an evaluation survey.
Paul Cartwright said
“I’m looking forward to
the whole co-creation
digital process in
working with other
like-minded groups,
followed by the benefits
we can gain from
access to the end
solution”.
Paul Cartwright
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MARTIN LODGE RIP
Martin Lodge, Vice
Chairman of
Pontefract Civic
Society, was a frequent
contributor of articles to
YHACS “Society Insight”.
Below is an obituary
from Pontefract’s
Chairman.
Editor
It is with deep regret that
we are reporting of the
passing of Martin Lodge
(22 Apr), our Vice
Chair, and a long
standing member of
many other groups
across the town. Martin
lost his battle with cancer
in the afternoon, with his
family by his side. St.
George's Day
immediately followed
with a mark of respect at
Pontefract Castle by
flying the St. George’s
flag at half-mast.
From the time of his
death to the funeral on
12 May, it was a difficult
period for family,
friends, & acquaintances,
and for many, that
sadness goes on; I for
one, miss him not being
at my side; we made a
great team (with Karl
Gilbert also), for the
future of Pontefract Civic
Society.
The local newspaper
reported Martin as 'heart
and soul of Pontefract'.
He was Vice Chairman of
both Pontefract Civic
Society and Pontefract
Heritage Group, and was
dedicated to improving
the town and promoting

awareness and interest in
its heritage. At least two
dozen YHACS members
will remember his tales
on the October visit to
Pontefract, from the
infamous architect, John
Poulson, to men selling
their wives at the
Buttercross.
We as a civic society and
a town have lost a man
who had a passion for
life, for his family, for
humour, for performance
and for everything about
Pontefract. Martin was a
loyal and thorough Vice
Chair, with so much
potential to elevate the
civic movement beyond
where it is now. He was a
giant of a man, a true
gentleman, and we will
miss him dearly.
He had recently created
and launched Pontefract
Junior Civic Society, and
over the years, led
heritage walks and ghost
walks through the town
centre, and was heavily
involved in the Picnic at
the Castle and Heritage
Lottery Fund ‘Key to the
North’ project to
redevelop Pontefract
Castle.
Martin recently spent ten

months compiling a book
of tales and pictures
about Pontefract. The
first batch of ‘Pontefract
- Celebrating the past;
looking to the future’,
were printed and went on
sale the day before he
passed away. He knew
through his wife Gill that
the book had been
delivered, and it would
raise funds for the civic
society and the heritage
group.
At capacity-packed
funeral service in St.
Giles Church, Pontefract
Civic Society and
countless others said a
fond farewell to one its
brightest stars - our Vice
Chair, Trustee,
Newsletter Editor/
Publicity, and creator of
Pontefract Junior Civic
Society.
With Martin by my side,
the future was so much
brighter, and he could
have gone on to even
greater things in the civic
movement. He did so
much in a short space of
time, that I and the civic
society will be forever in
his debt, and he leaves a
gap in all our lives.
To Gill, Andrew and
Rachel - thanks for
sharing Martin with us.

Paul Cartwright
Chairman

Martin (left) leading YHACS
members on a guided walk
around Pontefract.
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OUR DONCASTER MEETING
Back in April, over 50
people assembled in
Doncaster for our
Spring Members’
Meeting.
For those who could
make it to Doncaster on
the Friday evening, the
event really began in
style with dinner at the

Art Deco Earl of
Doncaster Hotel. Here a
select few of us were
joined by an advance
party from Doncaster
Civic Trust.
On Saturday morning,
we assembled at the
Mansion House where
members of Doncaster
Civic Trust and Friends
of the Mansion House
were on hand to serve
morning coffee and tea
before leading us off on
either a walking tour of
the town centre or a tour
around the historic
building, where there
was much to see and
interest our group,
before partaking of a
buffet lunch.
In the afternoon, there
was the usual round of
presentations and
discussions, interrupted
only for afternoon tea
and then all too soon, it
was time to take our
leave and head for our
home towns and cities
across the region.
Many thanks to
Doncaster Civic Trust,
not only for looking
after us so well but also for covering the cost
of not only the venue
hire but also all of the
refreshments served
during the day.

Kevin Trickett
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CIVIC VOICE “DESIGN AWARD” WINNERS
At an event in
Parliament attended by
over 130 individuals
including MPs, Peers and
community groups, Civic
Voice handed out 11
awards to a variety of
schemes and projects
from across England.
The Civic Voice Design
Awards give
communities the
opportunity to nominate
and recognise new
buildings, restoration
and public realm
projects in their local
area.

commitment to
placemaking through a
collaborative approach
pulling the public, private
and voluntary sector
together. The Civic Voice
Design Awards are
showing that communities
do not just want to stand
at the side and complain,
they want to get involved
and shape the places
they live in”.

A brochure describing
all 11 winners is
available to download
at
http://
www.civicvoice.org.uk/
civicvoiceawards/civicvoice-award/
designawards/civicvoice-design-awards2016-brochure/

The 2016 winners:-

New Build Category
• Alder Hey Hospital,
Liverpool (Overall
Winner and Category
Max Farrell, chair of the Winner).
Civic Voice Design
Awards judging panel
Public Realm Category
said, “The design of the • The Holywells Park
building or scheme is just Project, Ipswich
one part of the story.
(Category Winner).
What matters just as
much is how it was
Restoration Category
developed. These winners • The Master’s House,
each reflect many of the Ledbury (Category
aims and ambitions of
Winner).
Civic Voice. - a

Overall winner - Alder Hey Children’s Hospital
Photo from www.architechture.com
Article abstracted from Civic
Voice bulletin:
http://www.civicvoice.org.uk/
news/civic-voice-announceswinners-of-the-2016-civic-voicedesign-awards/

SELBY BARRAGE AND WIND TURBINE UPDATE
In the April Newsletter
Shirley Notte of Selby
reported on a Planning
Application that would
have seen a tidal
barrage and wind
turbine erected close to
the historic 11th
century Selby Abbey
church, following the
demolition of several
listed buildings.
Shirley wishes to assure
all Selby readers that
the development shown

in the photomontag is
unlikely now to be
approved.
Observant readers and
crossword enthusiasts
would have spotted that
the developer’s name Olof-Piral Associates
was an anagram - of
April Fool!
Shirley apologises for
any distress that she
may have caused!
Editor
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Future Events/Dates In 2016/2017
Sat 25th June
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YHACS Summer Meeting - James Cook Theatre, Whitby

Fri/Sat 21st/22nd Oct Civic Voice Convention and AGM in Chester
Sat 29th October

YHACS Autumn Meeting in Goole, Lowther Hotel

Sat 28th January

YHACS Winter Meeting and AGM in Harrogate, Cedar
Court Hotel

Reg. Charity No. 1112290
www.yhacs.org.uk

Please send any articles,
comments, letters or
questions to the editor:
David Moss
Tel: 01757 268 418
Email:
damoss43@yahoo.co.uk

The Yorkshire and

NEXT YHACS MEETING
SATURDAY 25TH JUNE 1:00 - 4:00 PM
MEMBERS MEETING
AT
JAMES COOK THEATRE
THE COLISEUM CENTRE
VICTORIA PLACE
WHITBY, YO21 1EZ
GUEST SPEAKER : SUE BOYCE
CONTACT: KEVIN TRICKETT ON 01924 361180 OR INFO@YHACS.ORG.UK
Executive Officers, Committee Members and Portfolios

● Chairman, Kevin Trickett (Priorities for Growth)
kevintrickett@msn.com
01924 361180
Civic Societies (YHACS)  Vice Chairman, David Moss (Newsletter and Communictions)
damoss43@yahoo.co.uk
01757 268418
is the distinct voice of the
● Secretary, Helen Kidman (Planning)
civic society
helen.kidman3@tbtinternet.com
01943 609154
● Treasurer, Richard Ward (Legal/Financial; Towns, Cities & Public Realm)
movement in the
r.m.ward1@btinternet.com
01723 374801
 Exec Committee Member, Dr. Kevin Grady
Yorkshire and Humber
office@leedscivictrust.org.uk
0113 2439594
region, and our vision is ● Exec Committee Member, Malcolm Sharman (Heritage & Culture)
malcsharman@hotmail.com
to enhance the quality of
 Exec Committee Member, David Winpenny (Design Quality)
life for all citizens in the
david@winpennypr.co.uk
 Exec Committee Member, Tony Leonard
region by engaging
ad.leonard@btinternet.com
01430 872871
citizens not only in the
 Exec Committee Member, Margaret Hicks-Clarke (Civic Pride & Engagement)
margarethicksclarke@gmail.com
07841802030
protection of local
 Exec Committee Member, Jim Robinson (Infrastructure)
heritage but also in the
chairman@addinghamcivicsociety.co.uk 01943 831476
promotion of sustainable ● Exec Committee Member, Paul Cartwright 01977 708658
chairman@pontefractcivicsociety.org.uk
economic development
● President, Peter Cooper (Website; Towns, Cities & Public Realm)
and urban renaissance.
cooperpeter@pobroadband.co.uk 01723 513754
Humber Association of

